
Strategy One: 
Flipped Learning -High 
challenge independent learning.

How does this work?
• Ask students to flip the learning:  read ahead, self-teach 
via youtube clips or text books and then to bring their 
learning into a classroom.  
• Choose a topic, find clips/articles/pages in a text book
• Give either a few key questions to help guide their      
  ‘pre-learning’

Results
Strengths/Opportunities Challenges

More creativity and taking 
risks in approaches to tasks

Not all students 
engaged/’buy in’

Greater interaction in the 
lesson by more students and 
lesson time saved in the 
content-heavy curriculum

Students enjoyed the 
responsibility of organising 
their learning 

Gave more varied and 
imaginative responses to the 
task, informed by their 
research

Less able needed greater 
support and sometimes 
struggled to complete task or 
synthesise

Some students did the task 
but did not develop their 
understanding

Strategy TWO: 
Pitching it up

How does this work?
Rigour: Plan the key terminology and the 
links to other topics
Plan questions to challenge/deepen thinking 
before the lesson
Routine:  create an expectation – every week/every lesson 
– regular and consistent

Results
Strengths/Opportunities Challenges

Kudos attached to challenge 
encourage more students 
aspire for excellent

Time needed at the planning 
stage for 
questioning/activities

Boys enjoyed the competitive 
element

Encouraged students to think 
independently

Strategy Three: 
Developing independence for 
progress

How does this work?
• Embed this within  your own assessment feedback cycle
• Experiment with a prompt sheet that challenges thinking
• Encourage students to use the prompt sheet to direct     
  their learning

Results

Strengths/Opportunities Challenges

Worked better with sixth form Students need training and 
process needs embedding

Students liked the very clear 
expectations and saw it as a 
route to access progress and 
higher grades

More able students responded 
positively

 Aim High for All
Key Theory:  The Pygmalion effect, or Rosenthal effect, is the phenomenon whereby higher expectations lead to an increase in performance. 

Aim
To trial 3 strategies to stretch and challenge across the curriculum

To foster and develop an ethos of striving for the top

To assess impact focusing on pupil perception

To assess practical effectiveness for teaching practitioners

Conclusions 
Overall strategies had successful outcomes – beginning the ethos to strive for the top

Majority of students responded positively and enjoyed the opportunity to take more responsibility for their learning.

Next Steps
Pitching it up – a school –wide cultural shift would support and embed this more successfully– ‘daring to strive to the top’ – language of 

challenge and aspiration across the curriculum.

Flipped Learning – opportunity for collaboration across departments

Training is required for staff and students

Systems need to be embedded – routine, rigour, consistency are essential for this to have maximum impact.

A collection of resources will be put on Firefly for curriculum-wide use
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Our doubts are traitors and make us lose the good we oft might win by fearing to attempt. - Shakespeare


